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PDV Description

Concept: Generate a beat signal using fiber mixing of unDoppler-shifted light with Doppler-shifted light and measure beat frequency.

![Diagram of PDV Description]

1. Laser
2. Detector
3. Digitizer
4. Probe

Fourier transform

- Raw data file
- Analyzed Data: Sliding Fourier Transform {FFT}
- Velocity or position time history
Example Electrical Pin Domes
Discrete Collimator Multipoint Ball Probe

(a) Assembled discrete ball probe
(b) Opened discrete ball probe showing large jacketed fibers

Even with smaller jacketed optical fibers, the small package size limits the number of points that can be added.
Example Eyepiece Type Lens Ray Trace

To get to higher angles, lenses must ‘wrap around’ pupil

External pupil
Multiple Lens Array Probe

(a) Without multi-faceted prism
(b) With prism
(c) Fiber points in zone coverage (zone positions can be changed if prism face angles are changed)
Example Fisheye Lens Ray Trace

High angle of incidence to image plane
PDV Fisheye Lens Ray Trace
PDV Fisheye Lens Ray Trace - Features

Features:

- Light incident normal to optical fibers
- Index match to optical fibers to reduce back reflections
- Distance from index-matched element and fibers can be adjusted for fine focusing
- Needs good anti-reflection lens element coatings and limited number of elements

(View direction in slide 15, ferrule assembly photo)
PDV Fisheye Lens

- Disadvantages
  - This lens type has some distortion at the edge of the field of view. This causes a change in measurement point spacing with angle—high-angle spots become elliptical and less efficient.
  - The fiber plane is a non-standard size compared to commercial array connectors and is custom made.
PDV Fisheye Lens

- Advantages
  - A ‘fisheye’ lens can image measurement points over more than a hemisphere without ‘dead’ regions
  - The front fisheye element encroaches very little into the center of the cavity, allowing for longer tracking distances
  - This design uses an index-matching element to keep all fibers at the same plane without high return loss
Fiber Ferrule Stuffed with Single-Mode Optical Fibers
Fisheye Probe Ferrule and Lens Assembly

(View direction in slide 11)

Tip shown is about halfway down tube at left; the inner tube slides in or out to adjust.
Lessons Learned

- Good 1550-nanometer anti-reflection coatings needed on lenses
- Index-matching gel works better than index-matching epoxy
- Fiber polishing for coupling to index-matching element is sensitive
- Focusing to best position is sensitive and best done actively using an IR camera
- Highest angle points are less efficient due to distortion and coatings
- The fiber bundle can be put through the blast tube before attaching it to the lenses, so fiber connectors do not need to be cut
Fisheye Rough-Angle Metrology

This rough measurement is done inside a rapid prototype dome.
Example Channel Map of 216 Points
Lens Design Changes

Current design

![Diagram of lens design changes]

Graph showing
- Radius of fiber array (mm) vs Angle (degrees)
- Green line: f25d
- Red dashed line: Linear R f25d
Lens Design Changes

Current design

A reduced distortion design
Fisheye Lens PDV Probe Summary

• Long tracking distance (probe is small)
• Large angle coverage: ~ ±100 degrees (dome)
• Index-matching element
  – Reduces return loss
  – Flattens field and makes light telecentric into and out of fibers
  – Eases assembly
• Uses glues and index-matching gel (sealed inside)
• Includes many spare fibers (measurement points)
• Point positions adjusted by changing custom fiber ferrule
  – (can use smaller cladding fibers for closer spacings)